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ABSTRACT

Ground state structure of A = 186 to 196 Oa-Pt transitional region Is

investigated through a self-consistent Hartree-Voeit-RoKolubov calculation •

employing a pairing-plus-qiiadrupole-plus-hexadecapole m0(iel interaction

Hamiltonian. Influence of the hexaaecapole degrees of freedom on the trlaxia-

l i ty is especially examined. A gradual prolate to oblate shape transition is

found in Pt isotopes hut such a change is almost abrupt in 0s at A ~19>*. 'Shis

difference- in behaviour of the Os and Pt isotopes Is obtained only if aU the

hexadecapoie degrees of freedom, Instead of merely an axial Y^ component, are

treated fully self -consistently.
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I. INTRODUCTION

By not- there exists an exhaustive list of theoretical as well as

experimental papers devoted to the study of the structure of the complex

transitional Os-Pt region. Of particular interest is the change of the

quadrupole deformation parameter B and asymmetry parameter y as a function

of the mass parameter A for the Os and Pt nuclei, Recent empirical

results ' indicate that the prolate (Y = o) to oblate {y - 60) shape

transition, in going from lighter to heavier isotopes, takes place quite

gradually In Pt Isotopes,whereas In OB it occurs almost suddenly at

A SJ192-191*- Our main motivation here Is to throw some light on the under-

standing of this dissimilar behaviour of the Os and Pt Isotopes In the

mass region A = 186-196,

But before going into details of our present work we would like to

mention very briefly about some of the relevant work already done till

recently. The microscopic and semitnicrOBcopic approaches ~ usually

lead to y-60ft or Y-unstat>le """ ground state intrinsic shapes of these

nuclei which, means that the energy minima are very shallow in the y space.

On the other hand, various y-rigid models have had good success In

reproducing the experimental data on low lying excitation energies and B(E2)

transition rates. However, now the experimental data are so exhaustive that

the weak points of the theoretical models cannot go unnoticed. For instance,

the v-ri6i(i models do fail to reproduce well the B(E2; -y •+ g> transitions.

In recent years more productive have teen the so called IBH-1 and
IT —22

IBH-2 interacting boson model approaches to describe the collective

properties of the transitional nuclei. I t Is a well-kriown fact that the nuclear

deformation is caused by the n-p Interaction amongst the valence nucleons
23 2^

of a nucleus In this sense IBM-2 version has the right Ingredients

and has been applied very successfully to interpret the data in the Os-Pt
25

region. Very recently, Caaten has attempted to present a unified model to

study the change of nuclear deformation (essentially the excitation energy

rat io Ei /S,) as a function of A In terms of the product of the valence
26 2T

number of protons and neutrons in a nucleus. Stuchbery ' finds that

even IBM-2 is not able to explain simultaneously the energy spectrum, B(E?)

transition rates and g-factors as a function of spin as well as the mass

number. Thus study of the intrinsic- structure of the transitional region

is s t i l l an interesting and challenging problem
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Now coining back to thetriaxial shapes of ths transitional nuclei,

rather long tack in 1972 Gotr. et al. had ahown in a detailed Strutinaky

ealculation that inclusion of the hexadec&pole (EL) degree of freedom

is very essent>J. to get the oblate shape at a correct mass number.
o

Eagnarsson a> .u., have shown that the prolate shape gets lowered in energy

compared to the oblate shape if a $> deformation term is included in the

Hamiltonian. Baker et a l . ~ have shown from the analysis of their

data that heavy transit ional Os and Pt nuclei do possess non-zero (small)

negative hexadecapole deformations and the y and 0, degrees of freedom

camot be separated from each other. However, we must emphasize tha t , for the

reasons of numerical simplicity, so far in all the theoretical studies ' '
2

only a 8^ f Y^Q term or a somewhat generalized form of this tern is included

such that it is always operative along any axis of symmetry (x, Y or Z

corresponding to which y is 120, 60 or 0, respectively). For a general

intermediate value of Y it is seme admixture of various Y.^ terms. Soon,

in the next section, we shall elaborate more on this. Thus, actually for a

triaxial nucleus (say, Y = 20-Uo") it may be essential to treat the hexadecapole

degrees of freedom in a more realistic way. With this aim we have performed
3 h

a self-consistent Hartree-Fock-BogoJubov (HFB) calculation ' to study

the ground state intrinsic shapes of the Os-Pt nuclei adding an hexadecapole

interaction term to the pairing + quadrupole model Hamiltonian of Baranger

and Kumar (BK} and find some interesting results.

In Sec.II we outline the calculational scheme and present our results

and discussions in Sec.III. Finally the conclusions of the present study are

summarized in Sec.IV.

II. CALCULATIONAL SCHEME

As mentioned in the previous section, the Hamiltonian used is

essentially the pairing + quadrupole model interaction of BK with an extra

hexadecapole term added to it

H -X. ic«
,<r, T

c c i

Various symtols have the same meaning as in Ref.3, viz. x, is the nuitipole

interaction strength and G the pairing interaction strength with

a I T S proton Or neutron and

(2)

The basis space and spherical single-particle (s-p) energies are precisely

that of BK3 .

The expectation value of the above Hamiltonian (l) is minimized with

respect to the relevant shape parameters of the BCS type intrinsic many-body

wave function

(3)

where creates a particle in the deformed Hilsson orbital

(It)

and B.T does 30 in the corresponding time reversed orbital. V and U. are

obviously the BCS transformation amplitudes for the occupation and emptiness

of an orbital | i ^ .

Then the main task is to carry out the energy minimization calculation

in three types of numerical schemes;

(SI): Standard self-consistent HPB calculation of BK3 with

- O.o Qp> 27/4 ̂  32/4

For all the nuclei considered here, except

taken from Ref.3.

0s, results can be directly

(S2): Besides B and y which are present in the BK many-body wave

function an axial hexadecapole deformation parameter B̂  is also included

in the wave function. Usually i t is simply introduced through the use of a

Nilsson type deformed one-body Hamiltonian

(1)
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t
(6)

4 40
where h s stands for the spherical s-p part and -fiw = la.2/k1^ is the

oscillator frequency. However, this form of the g^ term is correct only

for Y = 0 or ISO . In recent years, as already mentioned, it has been

somewhat generalized 2 9 ' 3 0 in such a way that for any axis of symmetry

(Y - 0, Z-axis; Y = 60 , Y-axis; y= 120, X-axis) we have always a

corresponding Q ^ term operative and for any other y values some

combination of \Q&), Y ^ Y ) and \Q(Z) is present. Thus in this scheme

(6) is replaced by

* »

vhere the forms of the coefficients C( Y ) guarantee the above-mentioned

properties. We use the one proposed in Ref,2°. Thus in this scheme of

calculation we have three free parameters g , y and B. besides the

pairing gap parameters
,

A and for protons and neutrons, respectively.

(S3): Treat a l l the components of the hexadecapole force self-eonsiatently

to minimize the energy. One straightforward way, which we bave adopted here,

i s to perform a self<-ccnsistent HF3 calculation with the general Hamiltonian

of E<i. ( l) with Xi, 5* 0. In this case neglecting a la Bar anger and Kumar 3 ,

the exchange matrix elements, the one-body Hamiltonian corresponding to the

hexadecapole term, will look l ike

K ' \:
with

= - 4 - s ^ o , , 2 ,4

(8)

We may define through the relation

- 5 -

(9)

I t i s obvious that now we have five deformation parameters & , v,

B^, 0^2 and D^^. However, in a self-consistent i terat ive calculation the

computing time is comparable to the case when only f i rs t three parameters

are considered as free.

In the case of schemes S2 and S3 the interaction strengths in

Hamiltonian ( l) are taken as

=-70/ A' do)

Several values, including x2 5* X;, the neighbourhood of BK values,

Eg.- (5) i have been tried 'but these seem to be good enough to reproduce

approximately the pairing gap parameters and @£ of BK . It should be clear

that SI and S3 differ only in the choice of the Hamiltonian, i.e. the

interaction strengths (5) and (10), On the other hand, S£ and S3 utilize

the same Hamiltonian to calculate the energy but differ in the choice of

the many-body trial wave function for the variational calculation.

III. RESULTS AMD DISCUSSIONS

Our main concern here is to investigate the effect of the hexadecapole

degrees of freedom on the value of y a* a function of A in the transitional

region with an additional motive to ascertain the extent of the usefulness

of expression (7). We must emphasize that the present attempt is still only

a model calculation. The basis space is restricted only to two major shells

H = Itj5 for protons and B = 5,6 for neutrons. The values of interaction

strength parameters (10) are also, perhaps, not very unique though rather

close to the BK values (5).

A. Self-consistent rer.u.lta

Through the minimlK.'Ltian of miprsj -ui ;i rtmrl ion of various shape

parameters we liotortnine their equilibrium valuen In thf three schemes of

calculation SI, Si' and Si, for A = 136 to 196. Our results for the shape

parameter EL, y, 2. Mnd the pairing gaps (In MeV) A and A are



listed in Table I for the nuclei considered here. The three rows of numbers

for each isotope correspond to the schemes SI, S? and S3, respectively. From
1 2 2° 3̂i —3Q

the ground "baud experimental spectrum ' ' * the ratio E* /E is

also enumerated to be compared with the ideal rotor value of 3.33 ajid the

vibrator limit of 2,0. We notice that for the ?t isotopes considered here

this is almost a constant 2,5, whereas for 0s it reaches this value only at

A = 196. We should remind that in S3 we have actually three independent

hexadecapole parameters D> „ but for the comparison ue have listed only (S.

calculated from using the relation (9).

8
As pointed out long back, by Ragnarsson et al. " the effect of the

term is to favour the prolate shape compared to the oblate one. We too find

the tendency of y decreasing in the presence of hexadecapole terms and

larger the value of 3^ the "bigger is the effect. Considering only the

quadrupole force BK found that osmium isotopes exhibit prolate to oblate

shape transition from A B 186 to 192 somewhat gradually in comparison to Pt

(see first rows of Table I ) . Whereas our results corresponding to S3 show an

opposite behaviour which seems to agree with the present understanding based

on the analysis of the experimental results (for instance see Ref.2),

particularly the decay pattern of several excited 0 states to the ground

band 2 state. We should further add that for *0n we also get a prolate

(y B 0) minimum with B_ = O.1U5 and 6r = -O.O1*^ which is higher compared

to the absolute minimum at y = k6 only by about 75 keV. Thus these tvo

fiinima would compete with each other to describe the physical ground state.

In their Strutinsky calculation including a fi, term Gotz et al.

predicted 0s nuclei with competing prolate and oblate axial shapes. Here

S2 approach seems to be good enough to predict a rapid prolate to oblate

structural phase transition in 0a isotopes, nevertheless, to produce a

gradual shape change in Pt isotopes S3 seems to be essential. Most significant
19CL

difference between the S2 and S3 schemes is 3een in the case of

Pt out of all the nuclei considered here.

Pt and

B. Potential energy surface plots

The values of the shape parameters presented in Table I correspond

to the energy minima. But at the same time a study of the variation of

energy in the full parameter apace is often very useful. However, we have

three free parameters in 32 and rive i:, r>3 approach. From Table I we notice

that 8^(33) > 3^(32), whereas ^(Sl) = 0, So, we have drawn PES contour

-7 -

plots in the (g ,Y) space for a fixed value of g. calculating energy only

in the scheme S2. The effect of S3 is reflected only qualitatively through

the use of a larger B^. On the right top corner of each plot SI, S2 or

23 indicates that the (Ŝ  value used there corresponds to the equilibrium

value in that scheme. The contour lines labelled A,B,... correspond

to 20, 50, 100, 150, 250, 800, 1000, 1250 and 1500 keV energies, respectively,

on each figure. This separation is rather arbitrarily adopted to have a

better dig po a i ti.cn near the minimum. Instead of all the nuclei considered.

here we have chosen only some typical interesting oases namely ) 2' 0a
l8819O

Fig.la shows that for " 0a BK predict almost an oblate shape with

Y ^ 35 ~6Q within an energy spread of |AE| = 20 keV. But with th« in-

clusion of a 0^-term (Fig.lb) it becomes totally upside down, the v:\cis of

min

fir, remaining unchanged. Also the minimum becomes more localized in the

direction.

1Q2
0Nucleus Os appears most interesting. Fig.2a shows a •rcll developed

oblate minimum corresponding to BK Hamiltonian. The effect of (3, -0.017,

of course with a different Hamiltonian, is seen in Fig.2b, This minimum

becomes better localized in the S direction but gets shallower in the Y-

direction with a clear minimum at y s» 1*5° . As already mentioned in Sec.HA,
192

we get a second prolate minimum for 0s with g, = -0.045. This is

illustrated through the PES of Fig.2c. The y -^ 1*5 minimum of Fig.2 now

shifts to y si 35° with oblate side fully closed with about 150-200 keV

line, and softening on the prolate side. In the self-consistent calculation

S3 the prolate minimum is about 75 keV higher than the absolute minimum at

Y *g U50. We must remember that in the self-conaistent calculation B^1"

have different values; -0.017 and -Q.Q!*5, respectively, corresponding to

the tr iaxial and prolate minima. In order to ascertain whether the prolate

minimum survives against the zero-point motion we have also calculated PES

with such an energy correction (ZPE)

E - <$ \H I $

(ID

with i = 1,2,3 meaning X-, Y- and Z axes. thstands for the i"" component

of the angular momentum operator and §. is the Inglis moment of inertia 3 .



•iiii '••Matt- ( ins tead oi" Y = ^5' j minima, v i t h (S, =

equil ibr ium v.-"1] ues of

sloped ;'?et OL prolate

-15. However, :.hi

remain almost unaltered. This is why for other

cases FES "-^ not shown including ZPE.

A- l we come to PES plot of J Qs (Figs.3a and 3b) with 6. = -0,008

and -0.03'i';, respectively. For this nucleus also corresponding to larger gi

value (Fig.3b) there is a second minimum at y - 0. But this is about 350 keV

higher compared to the oblate one. So, according to the energy spaeings of

plot (3b) this prolate minimum is not clearly seen, except for such a tendency

with the convergence of the E lines.

Fig.lta displays the PES plot of Pt with the BK Hamiltonian. Ho doubt

there is a clear minimum at y = 20°. But this is only a small localisation

within about 50 keV region. Then all the lines run almost parallel at each

02 from y ™ 0 to y = 6o • On the other hand, in S scheme (Fig. ltb) we

get a well developed prolate minimum with 0r » -0.035. Thus inclusion of

the hexadecapole interaction term in the Hamiltonian seems to have a big

effect. Finally, to demonstrate the effect of B, = -0.013 and -0.026

corresponding to S2 and S3, respectively, for Pt we compare Figs.5a and

5b. The former shows a minim at about y = 30 with a uniform shallovness

towards prolate as well as oblate ends. We know that BK get an oblate

minimum (see Table I ) , whereas Fig.5b shows more softness towards y = 0.

Thus in Figs.1-5 we have been able to see a rather subtle influence

of the hexadecapole interaction term in the Hamiltonian and the importance of

its proper self-consistent treatment. It should also be noted that it affects

only "the y degree of freedom, the equilibrium values of S,, remaining

almost unchanged in going from SI to S3 for a given nucleus.

C. Nilsson plots

For a deeper analysis of nuclear structure at the s-p level it is

always desirable to examine the s-p energy Wilsson plots. We have drawn

these diagrams for protons (Fig.6) and neutrons (Fig.T) using the Hamiltonian

(7) vith the main motivation to see the effect of a f>. deformation on the

prolate or oblate deformed s-p orbitals. Obviously, the mass dependence

comes only through the oscillator frequency 'dm = lil,2/A . We have taken

A = 190. The maximum value of |g j is taken to he 0.2 only as, for the

present, this is the range of our interest. We have two sets of plots with
190

&, - 0.0 and Si = -O.oltJ for protons as well as neutrons. Considering 0s

as a representative nucleus in this region whose protons f .̂31 rompletely the
hn, , sub-shell and neutrons f i l l the i , , ,. sub-shell at B = 0,0 we havelx/2 13/2 i
plotted energy levels approximately within +_ 2 MeV about these s ta tes . Each
curve is labelled ~by the projection quantum number k of angular momentum J .
Solid lines indicate positive parity and dashed ones indicate negative parity
states.

Figs,6s. and 6b display the proton Nilsson diagram with g. = 0 and

-0.01*5, respectively. The Fermi surface (E ) for 2 = 76 is indicated by the
thick curve in both the figures. The -value of 8, = -0,(A5 is rather a strong
perturbation for B̂  C 0.1 region. But for us a more useful range is around
|6 2 | = 0.15. Comparing carefully Figs.6a and 6b we notice that the levels
at the Fermi surface for Z = 76 do get rearranged in the presence of S, ,
whereas for Z = 78 (Pt) i t does not happen so. Particularly, i f we I00K
at Table I for the equilibrium values of B̂  for the Pt isotopes, the largest
value of B. is -0.035. So, for such or smaller B. values Z = 78 Fermi

iflflsurface should indeed remain unaffected. On the other hand, for 0s we

need -0.055-

Similarly, we have Figs.7a and 7b for neutrons. We observe that on

prolate as veil as oblate sides for IfĴ I = 0.15 to 0.2 there is a considerable

rearrangement of the orbitals near the N = 11̂ 4 Fermi surface. It is important

to realize that on the oblate side small k, small i negative parity orbitals

are interwoven with small k, large b positive parity orbitals. On the other

hand, on the prolate side important orbitals come from large £ h , and i 1 3/ 2

states with large k values. To give a tetter picture of how some orbitals

near £ get re-ordered in the presence of /S, we have listed in Table II

five neutron orbitals giving their energies and wave function components

C., (Kq.(lt)). From the sign of the parity indicated over k values the i,

values can be ascertained for the basis space used here. There are four sets

(a) to (d) corresponding to & = 0.l6s V « 0, 60° and /3, = 0 and -0.0^5.

Let us mention about some notable changes. For example, in Table H a 7/2~

is about 500 keV below Fermi surface (wavy underlined) and in (lib) it is only

about 80 keV below f . Another level — (i.,,_) is only about 225 keV

above £ in Table (lie) but in the presence of ?̂. it is pushed up by about

56O keV.

Of course, the net macorscopic effect like the equilibrium value of

&„ or y is related in a very complex manner to the sum of the single-particle

expectation values of the multipole operators. Through Figs.6 and 7 and

Table II we can get at least an appreciation and some understanding of how

- 9 - -10-



some orbitals are getting affected in the presence of a hexadecapole

deformation.

IV. COHC.USIQHS

In H microscopic many-body approach we a re a t l e t o get a s t r u c t u r a l

phase t r a n s i t i o n in Os-Pt region wVjichseems in conformity with t h e recent

empi r ica l ana ly s i s of Caste»| e t a l . Baktash e t a l . have recently

concluded that y -soft models show an overall better agreement with the

systematics of static quadrupole moments in this region. Looking at energies

as a function of y in Figs.l through 5 our results also are y-soft.

To understand the behaviour of Os isotopes inclusion of a fji term

like Eq.(6) or (7) should he enough as most important are the prolate {+&,,

y = 0) and oblate (-B2, y = 0) shapes, the transition being almost abrupt at

A = 192-191*.

However, to get a smooth shape transition in Pt isotopes a fully

self-consistent treatment of the hexadecapole term in the Hamiltonian (l)

is essential, and of course this is the right thing to do.

Thus from the present investigations it emerges that (i) 0s are

prolate for A .<• 190, oblate for A ;*. 19^ and at A = 192 prolate and oblate

shapes compete with each other, (ii) Pt are prolate for A £ 186, oblate

for A •}. 191* and triaxial but not V rigid for A = 138-192.
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TABLj; CAPTIOHS

Table I Self consistent i n t r i n s i c resu l t s for 0s and Pt isotopes with

mass numbers A = 186-196* For every A three rows correspond

to the three schemes of calculation, 51, S2 and S3, respecti-

vely. For prolate shapes ( v= 0) the second and third rows be-

come Identical. As an experimental measure of deformation the

ground band energy rat io Elt/E2 IS also Hated.

Table I I Jive Nllsson orbitals for neutrons near the H = 111* Fermi surface

for prolate and oblate shapes with and vithout 6 . correspon-

ding to a rea l i s t ic value of & = O.16 in the Os-Pt region

are l is ted: (a)v=0, B ^=0 ; (b) T = 0 , B^^-o-OU^ ; (c)

* S^ = -0.0U5.

The Fermi surface is vavy underlined. Instead of J and

i t s projection quantum number k (labels on C ) twice their val-

ues are l is ted. The parity i s indicated by the standard syaibol

-lit-



FIGURE CAPTIOUS R, 6c Sajne as Fig, 6a with, ^ >= -0-01*5

Fig, la Potential energy surface (PES) plot in the ( (} , y ) space for
190

Os vith the EK Hajniltonian designated here as SI scheme which

is indicated on the right top corner of the plot. The equilibrium

value of S. corresponding to the same scheme is also written.

The contour lines labelled A, B, — J correspond to energies SO, 50,

100, 150, 250, 500, 800, 1000, 1250 and 1500 keV, respectively.

. 7a Same as Fig. 6a for neutrons. The Fermi surface for U f= 11̂ 4 is

indicated Tsy a thick curve.

Fig. T~b Same as Fig. 7a with -O-Qlt-5

Fig, lb Same «.s Fig. la in E2 schei-e.

J 92
Fig. 2a Same as Fig. 3 a for Oa .

Fiff. 2b Same as Fig. 2a in scheme S3,

Fig. 2c Same as Fig. 2b with large B^ value corresponding to a second mi-

nimum at T = 0.

Fig, gd Same as Fig. 2c including zero-noint-energy corrections.

Fig. 3a Same as Fig. 2a for ' ' OB.

Fig. 3b Same as Fig. 2c for 0s.

— Q Q

Pig. Ua Same as Fig. la for Pt.

Fiff. kh Same as Fig. Ua in S2 scheme.

Fig. 5a Saise as Fig. lib for 19°Pt.

Same as Fig. 5a in S3 scheme.

Fig. 6a Single particle energy Mllr.son plot for protons corresponding to

mass number A = 190 vith R . = 0-0. The Fermi surface for 2 = 76

is indicated by the thick curve. Solid lines Imply orMtals with

positive parity and dashed ones with negative parity.
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